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EXPONENTIAL ENERGY DECAY OF SOLUTIONS TO THE WAVE
EQUATION WITH ANISOTROPIC DAMPING
BLAKE KEELER AND PERRY KLEINHENZ
Abstract. In this article, we study the asymptotic energy decay properties of the damped
wave equation on compact Riemannian manifolds where the damping coefficient is anisotropic
and modeled by a pseudodifferential operator of order zero. We prove that if the damping
coefficient satisfies an anisotropic analogue of the classical geometric control condition and
does not annihilate any eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, then the energy of solutions must
decay at an exponential rate. We also construct nontrivial examples of pseudodifferential
damping on the flat torus.
1. introduction
Let pM, gq be a smooth, compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. Denote by ∆g
the associated Laplace-Beltrami operator with the negative semidefinite sign convention, and
let W : L2pMq Ñ L2pMq be a nonnegative operator. We consider the generalized damped
wave equation given by #
B2t u´∆gu`WBtu “ 0
pu, Btuq|t“0 “ pu0, u1q, (1.1)
for pu0, u1q P H1pMq ‘ L2pMq, where we take H1pMq to be the Sobolev space defined with
respect to ´∆g using the norm
}u}H1pMq “ }p´∆g ` Iq1{2u}L2pMq.
In particular, we study the asymptotic properties of the energy of solutions to (1.1) as
tÑ 8. Here, the energy is defined by
Epu, tq “ 1
2
ż
M
|∇gupt, xq|2 ` |Btupt, xq|2 dvgpxq, (1.2)
where dvg denotes the Riemannian volume form on M. It is straightforward to compute that
d
dt
Epu, tq “ ´Re xWBtu, Btuy, (1.3)
where x¨, ¨y denotes the standard L2 inner product on M. The assumption that W is a
nonnegative operator guarantees that the energy of solutions to (1.1) experiences dissipation,
but (1.3) gives no indication as to how quickly the energy decays as t Ñ 8. The most
straightforward type of decay is uniform stabilization. That is, when there exist C ą 0 and
rptq Ñ 0 as tÑ 8 such that
Epu, tq ď CrptqEpu, 0q.
If W acts via multiplication by some bounded, nonnegative function b, it is well known
that solutions to (1.1) experience uniform stabilization with an exponential rate, if and
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only if W satisfies the geometric control condition (GCC), which requires that there exist
some T ą 0 such that every geodesic of length at least T intersects the set where b is
bounded below by some positive constant. The sufficiency of this condition is due to Rauch-
Taylor in [RT75], while Ralston showed earlier on that the GCC is necessary in [Ral69].
However, a damping coefficient which is purely multiplicative is sensitive only to positional
information and not to the direction in which the solution propagates, and many physical
systems which experience such an anisotropic damping force are studied in materials science,
physics, and engineering [KKBH16, Cra08, JSC11, Kle17]. In this article, we study the case
where anisotropic damping phenomena are modeled by pseudodifferential operators.
The existing literature on damping coefficients of this type is quite limited. In this context,
Sjo¨strand studied the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues of the stationary damped wave
equation in [Sjo¨00], while in [CSVW14], Christianson, Schenck, Vasy, and Wunsch showed
that a polynomial resolvent estimate for a related complex absorbing potential problem gives
another polynomial resolvent estimate of the same order for the stationary damped wave
equation. However, these results do not consider anisotropic damping in a time dependent
setting and therefore do not give energy decay results in this case. Our primary result
addresses this gap in the literature by providing conditions on the damping which guarantee
that the solution to (1.1) experiences exponential uniform stabilization, in analogy to the
classical results of Ralston and Rauch-Taylor from [Ral69,RT75]. The first key assumption
is that the damping coefficient satisfy an anisotropic analogue of the standard geometric
control condition, which we state below.
Definition 1.1. Let W P Ψ0clpMq, where Ψ0clpMq denotes the space of classical pseudo-
differential operators on M of degree zero (see Appendix A). Denote by ϕt the Hamilton-
ian flow on T ˚M associated to 1
2
|ξ|2g, i.e. the geodesic flow. We say that W satisfies the
anisotropic geometric control condition (AGCC) if there exists some T0 ą 0 such that for
every px, ξq P S˚M , we have ϕtpx, ξq P ellpW q for some |t| ă T0. In this case, we say that
S˚M is geometrically controlled by W .
In the above definition, the notation ellpW q denotes the elliptic set of W , defined by
ellpW q “ tpx, ξq P T ˚M : σpW qpx, ξq ‰ 0u,
where σpW q P C8pT ˚Mq is the principal symbol of W , taken to be homogeneous in ξ outside
some small neighborhood of the zero section in T ˚M .
Before stating our main result, we must also discuss a key assumption about the form that
W takes. In order to ensure that (1.1) is dissipative, (1.3) requires that W be a nonnegative
operator on L2pMq. This is commonly done in the abstract setting by assuming that W takes
the form of a square, that is, W “ B˚B for some other bounded operator B (see [AL14, Part
I]). We allow for a somewhat more generic form of W by assuming that
W “
Kÿ
j“1
B˚jB
˚
j , (1.4)
for some finite collection of operators Bj. This is a true generalization, since it is not the
case that an arbitrary nonnegative operator W P Ψ0clpMq can be expressed as B˚B for some
B P Ψ0clpMq, because the pseudodifferential calculus only allows one to take square roots
modulo smoothing remainders. With these preliminaries in hand, we are prepared to state
our main theorem.
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Theorem 1. Suppose W takes the form (1.4) for some Bj P Ψ0clpMq, j “ 1, 2, . . . , K.
Assume that W satisfies the anisotropic geometric control condition. If, in addition, kerW
contains no eigenfunctions of ∆g with nonzero eigenvalue, then there exist constants C, α ą 0
such that the solution to (1.1) satisfies
Epu, tq ď Ce´αtEpu, 0q. (1.5)
We remark that the hypothesis that kerW does not contain any eigenfunctions of ∆g with
nonzero eigenvalue is essential. To see this, suppose that v satisfies ´∆gv “ λ2v with λ ‰ 0
and Wv “ 0. Then, the function
upt, xq “ eitλvpxq,
solves (1.1), but has energy Epu, tq “ λ2}v}2L2pMq for all t. In the case where W is a multi-
plication operator satisfying the classical GCC, one can use unique continuation results to
conclude that W indeed does not annihilate any eigenfunctions of ∆g [RT75]. However, if
W is only assumed to be a pseudodifferential operator, some more sophisticated techniques
must be employed to check this assumption. Our second result shows that when pM, gq is
real analytic, one can always produce a W P Ψ0clpMq which satisfies this hypothesis, but is
not a multiplication operator.
Theorem 2. If pM, gq is compact and real analytic, then there exists W P Ψ0clpMq of the
form W “ řKj“1Bj˚Bj, which cannot be represented as multiplication by a function, and has
the property that if u is any eigenfunction of ∆g, then Wu ‰ 0.
Using the machinery developed in the proof of Theorem 2, we are able to produce an
explicit example on the flat 2-torus of an operator W P Ψ0cl of the form (1.4) which satisfies
all of the hypotheses of Theorem 1. This construction is presented in Section 4.
1.1. Outline of the Proof of Theorem 1. We begin in Section 2 by examining the damped
wave equation in the abstract setting, analogous to the exposition of [AL14]. By rewriting
(1.1) as a first order system of the form
BtUpt, xq “ A Upt, xq,
for U “ pu, BtuqT and an appropriate operator A , we can express the solution operator in
terms of a C0-contraction semigroup on H1pMqÀL2pMq. The decay estimate in Theorem 1
is then equivalent to the exponential stability of this semigroup. A theorem of Pru¨ss [Pru¨84]
shows that this exponential stability is equivalent to a uniform estimate on the resolvent of
the generator. This semigroup resolvent estimate is, in turn, equivalent to a bound on the
resolvent of the stationary operator associated to (1.1), given by
P pzq “ ´∆g ` z2 ` zW, z P C.
This abstract framework allows us to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to showing that for
some C ą 0, we have
}P piλq´1}L2pMqÑL2pMq ď C|λ| , (1.6)
for λ P R with |λ| sufficiently large. Section 3 is dedicated to proving (1.6). In order to
obtain estimates which track the dependence on λ, we perform a semiclassical rescaling with
h “ 1
λ
, which leads us to study the modified operator Ph “ ´h2∆g ´ 1 ` ihW and its
inverse. To estimate P´1h , we use a microlocal partition of unity to decompose phase space
into a region where standard elliptic estimates apply and another region where we can use
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semiclassical propagation of singularities. It is in this propagation argument that we make
use of the anisotropic geometric control condition.
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wave front set argument in Section 4 were particularly useful. We are also grateful to M.
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exponential energy decay in [RT75]. We also wish to thank H. Christianson and Y. Canzani
for answering some questions regarding the semiclassical rescaling technique applied in Sec-
tion 3. We would also like to thank J. Galkowski for some suggestions which were helpful
in refining the proof of Lemma 3.2, and for his comments regarding portions of the proof of
Proposition 4.1.
2. The Damped Wave Equation in the Abstract Setting
The goal of this section is to express the energy decay estimate in Theorem 1 in terms of
exponential stability of semigroups. For this, we present some more or less classical results
on the damped wave equation in the abstract setting. Let H be an arbitrary Hilbert space
and consider a densely defined, nonnegative, self-adjoint operator A : DpAq Ď H Ñ H
with compact resolvent, and let W “
Kř
j“1
Bj˚Bj for some collection of bounded operators
Bj : H Ñ H. Define the operator A by
A “
ˆ
0 I
´A ´W
˙
, (2.1)
acting on the Hilbert space H :“ Dp?Aq ‘H, equipped with the graph norm
}pu0, u1q}2H “ }pA` Iq 12u0}2H ` }u1}2H ,
and associated seminorm
|pu0, u1q|2H “ }A 12u0}2H ` }u1}2H .
It follows immediately from the definition that DpA q “ DpAqÀDp?Aq, which is included
in Dp?AqÀH “H , and the inclusion is compact because A has compact resolvent. Thus,
A also has compact resolvent. Then, if Upt, xq “ pu, BtuqT , A “ ´∆g, and H “ L2pMq, we
can express (1.1) as a first-order system with respect to the time variable, yielding#
BtU “ A U
U
ˇˇ
t“0 “ U0,
(2.2)
where U0 :“ pu0, u1qT P H . Exponential energy decay of solutions to (1.1) is therefore
equivalent to the bound
|Upt, ¨q|H ď Ce´αt|U0|H , (2.3)
for some C, α ą 0, since the seminorm |Upt, ¨q|H coincides exactly with the energy Epu, tq. In
what follows, we show that Upt, xq can be expressed in terms of the action of a C0-semigroup.
This allows us to apply a result of Pru¨ss [Pru¨84] to obtain an equivalent formulation of (2.3)
in terms of a resolvent estimate. In particular, [Pru¨84, Corollary 4] states that if an operator
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A˜ generates C0-semigroup etA˜ , and if }etA˜ }H˜ÑH˜ is uniformly bounded for all t ě 0 as a
map on some Hilbert space H˜ , then etA˜ is exponentially stable in the sense that
}etA˜U}H˜ ď Ce´αt}U}H˜ ,
for some C, α ą 0 and all U P H˜ , if and only if, iR Ă ρpA˜ q and
sup
λPR
}piλ´ A˜ q´1}H˜ÑH˜ ă 8. (2.4)
Here ρpA˜ q denotes the resolvent set of A˜ , defined as the set of all z P C such that z ´ A˜
is invertible on H˜ . However, this result does not directly apply to the operator A defined
by (2.1) with A “ ´∆g, since if u1 P kerp´∆gq, then pu1, 0q P kerA . The compactness of
M then guarantees that the spectrum of ´∆g, and therefore of A , contains zero. However,
the following lemma shows that this is the only way for A to fail to satisfy the hypotheses
of [Pru¨84, Corollary 4]. The lemma also gives an explicit representation for pA ´ zq´1 in
terms of the inverse of P pzq “ A´ z2` izW , the stationary operator associated to (1.1), for
z P CzspecpA q.
Lemma 2.1. If kerW contains no eigenfunctions of A, then the spectrum of A contains
only isolated eigenvalues and we have
specpA q Ď  z P C : Re pzq P `r´1
2
}W }HÑH , 0q ` iR
˘Y pr´}W }HÑH , 0s ` 0iq( , (2.5)
and kerA “ kerAˆt0u. Furthermore, P pzq “ A´ z2` izW is an isomorphism from DpAq
onto H if and only if z R specpA q. For such z, we have
pz ´A q´1 “
ˆ
P pzq´1pW ` zq P pzq´1
P pzq´1pzW ` z2q ´ I zP pzq´1
˙
. (2.6)
This statement is analogous to [AL14, Lemma 4.2], which was stated for W “ B˚B rather
than W “ řKj“1Bj˚Bj, and the proof goes through with essentially no modification. We
note that (2.5) was stated in [AL14] with the open strip p´1
2
}W }HÑH , 0q` iR, but the proof
as written there does not prevent the possibility that the left endpoint may be included.
However, this is of no consequence to the rest of our argument.
Given Lemma 2.1, we see that iRz0 Ă ρpA q, which motivates us to define a new operator
A˜ which is the restriction of A to the orthogonal complement of its nullspace. To do this, we
first let Π0 :H Ñ kerA be the orthogonal projection onto kerA and set H˜ “ pId´Π0qH
with norm
}pu0, u1q}2H˜ “ |pu0, u1q|2H “ }A
1
2u0}2H ` }u1}2H ,
and associated inner product. We then define A˜ “ A |H˜ with domain DpA˜ q “ DpA qXH˜ .
By [AL14, Lemma 4.3], we have that A˜ generates a C0-semigroup of contractions on H˜ ,
and the solution to (2.2) can be written as
Upt, xq “ etA˜ pId´ Π0qU0 ` Π0U0, (2.7)
for all t ě 0. Since elements of Π0H have zero H˜ -norm, we see that the corresponding
component of the solution upt, xq to (1.1) has zero energy. Therefore,
|Upt, ¨q|H “ }etA˜ pId´ Π0qU0}H˜ ,
and so estimate (2.3) is equivalent to the exponential stability of etA˜ . By [Pru¨84, Corollary
4], this is itself equivalent to proving the resolvent estimate (2.4).
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To prove (2.4), we consider the low and high frequency settings separately. By construc-
tion, A˜ has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, and hence we immediately have the low
frequency estimate
sup
|λ|ďλ0
›››piλ´ A˜ q´1››› ă 8, (2.8)
for any λ0 ą 0. To handle the high frequency regime, we employ [AL14, Lemma 4.6], stated
below, to show that the desired estimate is equivalent to a bound on P piλq´1. We remark
that the lemma was stated in [AL14] for W “ B˚B, but the proof goes through without
modification for W “ řKj“1Bj˚Bj.
Lemma 2.2 (Anantharaman and Leautaud). There exist constants C ą 1 and λ0 ą 0 so
that for λ P R with |λ| ě λ0, we have›››piλ´ A˜ q´1›››
H˜ÑH˜
´ C|λ| ď
››piλ´A q´1››
HÑH ď
›››piλ´ A˜ q´1›››
H˜ÑH˜
` C|λ| , (2.9)
and
C´1|λ| ››P piλq´1››
HÑH ď
››piλ´A q´1››
HÑH ď C
`
1` |λ| ››P piλq´1››
HÑH
˘
. (2.10)
In particular,
sup
|λ|ěλ0
›››piλ´ A˜ q´1›››
H˜ÑH˜
ă 8, (2.11)
if and only if ››P piλq´1››
HÑH ď
C
|λ| , for |λ| ě λ0. (2.12)
This lemma reduces the proof of Theorem 1 to showing that }P piλq´1}L2ÑL2 ď C|λ| for |λ|
sufficiently large, which is the content of the following section.
3. Resolvent Estimate for Exponential Decay
The goal of this section is to prove the resolvent estimate
}P piλq´1f}L2 ď C|λ|}f}L2 , (3.1)
for sufficiently large |λ|, where P pzq “ ´∆g ` z2 ` izW , which would complete the proof
of Theorem 1. We note that here, and throughout this section, we abbreviate notation by
writing L2 to denote L2. Before we begin, observe that it suffices to only consider λ ą 0,
since P p´iλq “ P piλq˚ by the self-adjointness of ´∆g and W . Now, to prove (3.1) for λ ą 0,
we first perform a semiclassical rescaling as follows. Let u be a solution to
p´∆g ´ λ2 ` iλW qu “ f,
for some f P L2. Set h “ 1
λ
and multiply both sides by h2 to obtain
p´h2∆g ´ 1` ihW qu “ h2f.
Now define
Ph “ ´h2∆g ´ 1` ihW,
so that Phu “ h2f . Since P piλq´1f “ P´1h ph2fq, we see that (3.1) is equivalent to the
following proposition.
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Proposition 3.1. Suppose Ph is as above, where W satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
Then, there exist constants C, h0 ą 0 such that
}P´1h f}L2 ď
C
h
}f}L2 , (3.2)
for h P p0, h0q.
As part of this semiclassical rescaling we make two observations. The first is that the
classical principal symbol σp∆gq coincides exactly with the semiclassical principal symbol
σhpPhq, and thus the associated Hamiltonian flows are both equal to ϕt. The second observa-
tion is that we may express W in terms of both the classical and semiclassical quantizations
as follows. Let tpϕj, χjqu be a finite collection of cutoff charts associated to some covering
of M by open sets tUju (see Appendix A). We can then write
W “
ÿ
j,k
χjϕ
˚
jOppwj,kqpϕ´1k q˚χk, (3.3)
for some collection of symbols wj,k P S0clpT ˚Rnq. Then, by simply changing variables in ξ, we
can write Oppwj,kpx, ξqq “ Ophpwj,kpx, ξ{hqq. However, even though this holds at the level of
oscillatory integrals, each wj,kpx, ξ{hq does not necessarily satisfy the necessary estimates to
be considered a semiclassical symbol of the appropriate type, due to its potentially singular
behavior near the zero section as hÑ 0. Thus, it is not correct to treat W as an element of
Ψ0hpMq. With this in mind, we proceed to the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. The main idea of the proof is to separate T ˚M into two regions,
which we call the elliptic region and the propagating region, and then prove that u satisfies
an appropriate estimate when microlocalized to each region. Continuity of the geodesic
flow guarantees that there exists an ε ą 0 such that Up “ tpx, ξq P T ˚M :
ˇˇ|ξ|2g ´ 1ˇˇ ă εu
is geometrically controlled by W , and so we call Up the propagating region. In a similar
fashion, we define the elliptic region by Ue “ tpx, ξq P T ˚M :
ˇˇ|ξ|2g ´ 1ˇˇ ą ε2u. We then
define a microlocal partition of unity on T ˚M as follows. Choose β P C8c pRq supported inp1´ ε, 1` εq and equal to 1 on p1´ ε{2, 1` ε{2q. Then, let
Q0 “ Oph
`
1´ βp|ξ|2gq
˘
, and Q1 “ Oph
`
βp|ξ|2gq
˘
.
So Q0 and Q1 microlocalize to Ue and Up, respectively. We also have that Q0 ` Q1 “ Id,
and so
||u||2L2 ď ||Q0u||2L2 ` ||Q1u||2L2 . (3.4)
To control the first term on the right-hand side of (3.4), we use an elliptic parametrix for
´h2∆g ´ 1. By construction WFhpQ0q Ă ellhp´h2∆g ´ 1q, where ellh denotes the subset of
T ˚M where the semiclassical principal symbol is nonvanishing. So by [DZ19, Theorem E.32]
there exists an elliptic parametrix S P Ψ´2h such that
Q0 “ Sp´h2∆g ´ 1q `Oph8qΨ´8 .
Therefore, we obtain
||Q0u||2L2 ď
ˇˇˇˇ
Sp´h2∆g ´ 1qu
ˇˇˇˇ2
L2
`Oph8q ||u||2L2
ď ||SPhu||2L2 ` h2 ||SWu||2L2 `Oph8q ||u||2L2 .
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Since S P Ψ´2h , it is bounded on L2 uniformly in h, which gives the estimate
||Q0u||2L2 ď C
ˆ
1
h2
||Phu||2L2 ` h2 ||Wu||2L2
˙
`Oph8q ||u||2L2 . (3.5)
It is worthwhile to note that }u}L2 is known to be finite for each fixed h ą 0, since P´1h is
bounded on L2 and u “ P´1h f .
To control }Q1u}L2 , we wish to apply a semiclassical propagation of singularities estimate
with W as the control operator. However, as previously mentioned, it is not necessarily true
that W can be realized as an element of Ψ0hpMq, due to the potentially singular dependence
of its symbol on h. Instead we construct a new operator, ĂW P Ψ0hpMq, which retains the
structure of W away from the zero section. For this, we let ψ P C8c pRq vanish identically on
r´1, 1s and be equal to 1 outside r´2, 2s. Now, if W is given by (3.3), we define ĂW byĂW “ Ophpψpδ´1|ξ|gqqÿ
j,k
χjϕ
˚
jOphpψp2δ´1|ξ|gqwj,kpx, ξ{hqqpϕ´1k q˚χk, (3.6)
for some δ ă ε
4
. Since the factor of ψp2δ´1|ξ|gq vanishes in a neighborhood of the zero section
in T ˚M and since each wj,kpx, ξq is classically polyhomogeneous, we have that ĂW P Ψ0hpMq.
Next, we claim that ĂW satisfies a semiclassical analogue of the AGCC and that its L2
operator norm is controlled by that of W , making ĂW a suitable semiclassical substitute.
Lemma 3.2. If T0 ą 0 is as in Definition 1.1, then for each px, ξq P WFhpQ1q, we have
ϕT px, ξq P ellhpĂW q for some T ď T0. Moreover, for any N ą 0, we have
}ĂWu}L2 ď C}Wu}L2 ` CNhN}u}L2 , (3.7)
for some C, CN ą 0.
Proof. It is immediate from the definition that the semiclassical principal symbol of ĂW is
given by
σhpĂW q “ ψpδ´1|ξ|gqψp2δ´1|ξ|gqσpW qpx, ξq,
since σpwq is homogeneous in ξ on the support of ψ. Then, because W satisfies the AGCC,
we have that if px, ξq P WF pQ1q “
 ˇˇ|ξ|2g ´ 1ˇˇ ă ε(, there exists T P r0, T0s such that
σpW q pϕT px, ξqq ‰ 0. Since ϕt preserves S˚M , we see that ϕT px, ξq P ellhpĂW q.
To prove (3.7), let us first observe that we can writeĂW ´Oph `ψpδ´1|ξ|gq˘W
“ Oph
`
ψpδ´1|ξ|gq
˘ÿ
j,k
χjϕ
˚
jOph
``
ψp2δ´1|ξ|gq ´ 1
˘
wj,kpx, ξ{hq
˘ pϕ´1k q˚χk.
For convenience, let us define
Rj,k “ χjϕ˚jOph
``
ψp2δ´1|ξ|gq ´ 1
˘
wj,kpx, ξ{hq
˘ pϕ´1k q˚χk,
for each j, k. Since Ophpψpδ´1|ξ|gqq P Ψ0hpMq, we have that, for each j, k,
Oph
`
ψpδ´1|ξ|gq
˘
Rj,k “ rχjOph `ψpδ´1|ξ|gq˘Rj,k `Oph8qΨ´8 , (3.8)
for some rχj which is identically 1 on the support of χj, by property (A.5). Therefore, we can
use local coordinates on the open set Uj to express the Schwartz kernel of rχjOphpψpδ´1|ξ|gqqRj,k
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as
1
p2pihq2n
ż
R2n
ż
Uj
e
i
h
pxx´y,ξy`xy´z,ηyqGpx, y, zqψ `δ´1|ξ|gpxq˘ `ψp2δ´1|η|gpyqq ´ 1˘wj,kpy, η{hq dy dη dξ,
where Gpx, y, zq “ rχjpϕ´1j pxqqχjpϕ´1j pyqqχkpϕ´1k pzqqq is smooth and compactly supported.
Next, observe that by our assumptions on the support of ψ, we have that |ξ ´ η| is bounded
away from zero on the support of the integrand. Therefore, we may integrate by parts
arbitrarily many times in y, using the fact that
h
i|ξ ´ η|2 pξ ´ ηq ¨∇y
´
e
i
h
xy,ξ´ηy
¯
“ e ih xy,ξ´ηy.
This, combined with the fact that the integrand has compact support in ξ, η implies that
the corresponding operator is in fact Oph8qΨ´8 . Thus,ĂW “ Oph `ψpδ´1|ξ|gq˘W `Oph8qΨ´8 .
Noting that Oph pψpδ´1|ξ|gqq is a uniformly bounded operator on L2, we immediately obtain
(3.7). 
Returning to the proof of Proposition 3.1, we note that the first statement in Lemma
3.2 implies that we can apply a semiclassical propagation of singularities estimate such
as [DZ19, Theorem E.47], with ĂW as the control operator, to see that for any N ą 0,
}Q1u}2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
}p´h2∆g ´ 1qu}2H´1h ` }ĂWu}2L2 ` h2N}u}2H´Nh
˙
,
for some CN ą 0. Here Hsh denotes the semiclassical Sobolev space of order s, defined in Rn
by the norm
}v}2HshpRnq “
ż
Rn
xhξy2s|pvpξq|2 dξ.
The corresponding space on M is then defined in the usual way using coordinate charts
and a partition of unity. It is immediate from the definition that HshpMq is embedded in
HrhpMq for every r ă s, and that the inclusion map has norm less than or equal to 1. Since}u}H´sh ď }u}L2 ă 8 for any s ą 0, we have
}Q1u}2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
}p´h2∆g ´ 1qu}2L2 ` }ĂWu}2L2 ` h2N}u}2L2˙ . (3.9)
We can then rewrite (3.9) in terms of Ph by observing that ´h2∆g ´ 1 “ Ph ´ ihW , and
thus we have
}Q1u}2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
}Phu}2L2 ` }Wu}2L2 ` }ĂWu}2L2 ` h2N}u}2L2˙ , (3.10)
after potentially increasing CN . Applying Lemma 3.2 to (3.10) yields
||Q1u||2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
}Phu}2L2 ` }Wu}2L2 ` h2N}u}2L2
˙
, (3.11)
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for a possibly different CN , provided we choose N ě 1. Combining (3.4) with (3.5) and(3.11),
and recalling that Phu “ f , we have
}u}2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
}f}2L2 ` }Wu}2L2 ` h2N}u}2L2
˙
, (3.12)
for h sufficiently small. To control ||Wu||L2 , recall that W “
ř
Bj˚Bj and each Bj is bounded
on L2, so
||Wu||L2 “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇÿ
j
B˚jBju
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
L2
ď
ÿ
j
ˇˇˇˇ
B˚jBju
ˇˇˇˇ
L2
ď C
ÿ
j
||Bju||L2 , (3.13)
for some C ą 0. Now, since u solves p´h2∆g´1`ihW qu “ f , we may take the inner product
of both sides of this equation with u and take the imaginary part to obtain
xWu, uy “ 1
h
Im xf, uy .
Therefore
||Bju||2L2 ď
ÿ
j
xBju,Bjuy “
Cÿ
j
B˚jBju, u
G
“ xWu, uy “ 1
h
Im xf, uy .
Combining this with (3.13) gives
||Wu||2L2 ď
C
h
| xf, uy | (3.14)
for some possibly larger C. By (3.12) and (3.14), we now have
}u}2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
}f}2L2 ` 1h | xf, uy | ` h}u}
2
L2
˙
,
after once again increasing CN . Applying Ho¨lder’s inequality (with parameter) to |x 1hf, uy|
gives
}u}2L2 ď CN
ˆ
1
h2
ˆ
1` 1
2C
˙
}f}2L2 `
ˆ
h` C
2
˙
}u}2L2
˙
,
for any C ą 0. If h and C are chosen small enough so that h ` C
2
ă 1, we can subtract the
L2-norm of u on the right-hand side over to the left, and so we obtain
}u}2L2 ď Ch2 }f}
2
L2 . (3.15)
for some new C ą 0. Taking square roots and recalling that u “ P´1h f gives (3.2), and
therefore the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
4. A Class of Examples on Analytic Manifolds
One of the key hypotheses of Theorem 1 was that the damping coefficient W must not
annihilate any eigenfunctions of ∆g with nonzero eigenvalues. In the case where W is a
multiplication operator whose support satisfies the classical geometric control condition, it
is possible to prove that this is always satisfied using the unique continuation properties of
elliptic operators [RT75]. However, if the damping is pseudodifferential, it becomes much
more difficult to check this hypothesis.
In this section, we produce a collection of operators on real analytic manifolds which
always satisfy this hypothesis, but which are not generically expressable as multiplication
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operators. We also give an example of an explicit pseudodifferential damping coefficient on
T2 which satisfies all of the hypotheses of Theorem 1. The primary tool in this discussion
is the analytic wavefront set, and so we begin by providing some background definitions for
the reader’s convenience. More details can be found in [Ho¨r83, §8.4-8.6].
Given some set X Ď Rn and a distribution u P D1pXq, we say that u P Ca near x0 P X if u
is real analytic on some open neighborhood of x0. In analogy with the relationship between
the standard wavefront set and C8 singularities, one can resolve Ca singularities by defining
the analytic wavefront set, written WFApuq and defined as follows. We say that a point
px0, ξ0q P T ˚Xz0 is not in WFApuq, if there exists some open neighborhood U of x0, a conic
neighborhood Γ of ξ0 and a bounded sequence uN P E 1pXq, which is equal to u on U , and
satisfies
|puNpξq| ď C ˆN ` 1|ξ|
˙N
, (4.1)
for all ξ P Γ. By [Ho¨r83, Prop 8.4.2], we have that u P Ca near x0 if and only if WFApuq
contains no points of the form px0, ξq with ξ ‰ 0.
We also introduce a set denoted by ΓApuq, which consists of all ξ0 P Rnz0, such that there
exists a complex conic neighborhood V of ξ0 and a function Φ, which is holomorphic in
tξ P V : |ξ| ą cu for some c ą 0, satisfying Φpu “ 1 in V X Rn and
|Φpζq| ď C|ζ|N ,
for ζ P V for some C,N ą 0. The complement of ΓApuq is commonly called the (analytic)
characteristic set of u [Ho¨r83].
The final thing we require is the notion of the normal set of a closed region F contained
within a manifold M . For the purposes of this definition, we only require that M be C2.
The exterior normal set, NepF q, is defined as the set of all px0, ξ0q P T ˚Mz0 such that x0 P F
and such that there exists a real valued function f P C2pMq with dfpx0q “ ξ0 ‰ 0 and
fpxq ď fpx0q, x P F.
The interior normal set of F is then defined by NipF q “ tpx, ξq; px,´ξq P NepF qu and the
full normal set is defined as NpF q “ NepF qŤNipF q.
With these definitions in hand, we are able to give a particular form for a class of operators
which we can guarantee do not annihilate any eigenfunctions of ∆g.
Proposition 4.1. Let pM, gq be a compact, real analytic manifold of dimension n. Suppose
χ, rχ P C8c pMq are cutoff functions supported entirely within a single coordinate patch, withrχ ” 1 on an open neighborhood of the support of χ. Let ψ P C8pRnq be homogeneous
of degree 0 outside a compact neighborhood of the origin, and define B P Ψ0clpMq in local
coordinates by Bu “ rχOppψpξqqχu. If pi2 : Rn ˆ Rn Ñ Rn denotes the natural projection
onto the second factor, and
pi2pNpsuppχqqXΓAp qψq ‰ H,
then for any eigenfunction u of ∆g, we have Bu ‰ 0. Here, qψ denotes the inverse Fourier
transform of ψ.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction, so assume Bu “ 0, then WFApBuq “ H. We then aim
to show there exists some px0, ξ0q P WFApBuq. First, by [Ho¨r83, Thm 8.5.6’], we have
Npsuppχuq Ď WFApχuq.
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Since u is an eigenfunction, it cannot vanish identically on any open set. We claim that this
implies
Bpsuppχq Ď Bpsuppχuq. (4.2)
To see this, suppose x P Bpsuppχq and let V be any open neighborhood of x. Since χpxq “ 0,
we immediately have that χpxqupxq “ 0, so we need only show that χu is not identically
zero on all of V . Without loss of generality, we may assume that V lies entirely within the
same coordinate patch containing suppχ. Since x is a boundary point of the support, χ
cannot vanish identically on V . By continuity, this implies the existence of a smaller open
neighborhood rV Ă V (not containing x) where χ is never zero. Since u is an eigenfunction,
it cannot vanish identically on rV , and hence χu is not identically zero on rV Ď V , which
proves (4.2).
Combining (4.2) with the somewhat trivial fact that suppχ Ě suppχu, we see that
Npsuppχq Ď Npsuppχuq, since if the function f from the definition of N is maximized
at x0 in suppχ, it must also be maximized at x0 when restricted to the smaller set suppχu.
Hence,
Npsuppχq Ď WFApχuq. (4.3)
Now, observe that qψ ˚ χu “ Oppψqχu, where ˚ denotes standard convolution. This, along
with [Ho¨r83, Thm 8.6.15] gives
WFApχuq Ď WFApOppψqχuq Y pRn ˆ ΓAp qψqcq. (4.4)
Here, we use the fact that the cutoff function χ is supported in a single coordinate patch,
which allows us to treat χu and Oppψqχu as functions on Rn. Applying (4.3), we obtain
Npsuppχq Ď WFApOppψqχuq Y pRn ˆ ΓAp qψqCq,
and therefore,
Npsuppχq X pRn ˆ ΓAp qψqq Ď WFApOppψqχuq.
By hypothesis, there exists a point
px0, ξ0q P Npsuppχq X pRn ˆ ΓAp qψqq Ď WFApOppψqχuq.
In particular, x0 P suppχ, and since rχ ” 1 on a neighborhood of suppχ, we see that px0, ξ0q
must also lie inside WFAprχOppψqχuq “ WFApBuq. This contradicts the assumption that
Bu “ 0, and thus the proposition is proved.

Having proven Proposition 4.1, the proof of Theorem 2 is straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 2. Given any real analytic manifold pM, gq, take χ, rχ as in the statement
of Proposition 4.1. Let px, ξ0q P Nepsuppχq be an arbitrary exterior normal. Then, take any
ψ P C8pRnq which is identically one in a conic neighborhood of ´ξ0 and homogeneous of
degree 0 outside a compact neighborhood of the origin. It is then easy to verify that ΓAp qψq
contains ξ0 because χ ” 1 on a conic neighborhood of ξ0, and so one may take Φ ” 1 in
the definition of ΓA. Proposition 4.1 then guarantees that B “ rχOppψqχ does not annihilate
any eigenfunctions of ∆g, and thus neither does W “ B˚B. One could repeat this process
in any finite number of coordinate patches to show that there exists W “ řKj“1Bj˚Bj with
the same property. 
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Example 4.2. Let T2 “ R2{Z2 denote the two-dimensional torus equipped with the flat
metric, and let ∆ be the associated Laplace-Beltrami operator. We construct a damping
coefficientW P Ψ0pT2q satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1 as follows. Let χ1 P C8c pT2q be
a bump function supported in some vertical strip and equal to one on a smaller vertical strip,
and let rχ1 be defined in a similar way, but with rχ1 ” 1 on the support of χ1. Analogously, let
χ2 P C8c pT2q be supported in some horizontal strip and equal to one on a smaller horizontal
strip, and define rχ2 similarly with rχ2 ” 1 on the support of χ2. Let ψ1 P C8pS1q be
supported in the set
Θ “
´
´pi
4
´ ε, pi
4
` ε
¯
Y
ˆ
3pi
4
´ ε, 5pi
4
` ε
˙
for some ε ą 0 and equal to one on a slightly smaller set. Similarly, let ψ2 P C8pS1q be
nonzero on Θ ` pi
2
and equal to one on a slightly smaller set. Choose β P C8c pRq to be
supported in r1
4
,8q and equal to one on r1
2
,8q. Then define symbols bj P S0pT ˚T2q by
bjpx, ξq “ ψjpθqβprq,
where ξ “ pr, θq in standard polar coordinates on Tx˚T2. Figure 1 illustrates the cone of
directions in Tx˚0T
2 in which b1 is supported at some arbitrary x0 P suppχ1. Now, if Bj “rχjOppbjqχj, then we define the damping coefficient W to be
W “ B˚1B1 `B˚2B2.
That kerW contains no nontrivial eigenfunctions of ∆g follows from Proposition 4.1. Since
N psuppχ1q contains all points of the form px, ξq with x P Bpsuppχ1q and ξ “ pr, θq, where
θ “ 0 or θ “ pi, and since b1 is constant in a conic neighborhood of both of these cotangent
directions, the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 are satisfied. Thus, kerB1 contains no eigen-
functions of the Laplacian. An analogous argument holds for B2, and since B1˚B1 and B2˚B2
are nonnegative operators, we have that W itself cannot annihilate any eigenfunctions of the
Laplacian.
To show that we get exponential energy decay with W as our damping coefficient, we must
also demonstrate that W geometrically controls the co-sphere bundle of T2. Recall that the
geodesics on T2 are the projections of straight lines in R2 under the quotient map. Thus,
the geodesic flow on S˚T2 is given by
px, ξq ÞÑ ppx` tξqmodZ2, ξq.
Given an arbitrary point px0, ξ0q P S˚T2, we claim that pγptq, γ1ptqq “ ppx0 ` tξ0qmodZ2, ξ0q
must intersect the elliptic set of W in some fixed time T0 ą 0. For this, we consider two cases:
when ξ0 P pi2psupp b1q or ξ0 P pi2psupp pb2q. Let us write ξ0 P S1 as pcos θ0, sin θ0q, and suppose
that θ0 P p´pi4 ´ ε, pi4 ` εq, which implies that ξ0 P pi2psupp b1q. Then, if x0 “ pxp1q0 , xp2q0 q, the
horizontal coordinate of γptq is given by
pxp1q0 ` t cos θ0qmodZ,
which must reach 1
2
in some time less than 1
cos θ0
ď 1
cosppi{4`εq . Therefore, pγptq, γ1ptqq inter-
sects the elliptic set of B1 in time less than
1
cosppi{4`εq . The same argument holds if instead
θ0 P p3pi4 ´ ε, 5pi4 ` εq, and so whenever ξ0 P pi2psupp b1q, we have that pγptq, γ1ptqq intersects
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Figure 1. The cone of directions containing the support of b1 in Tx˚0T
2.
ellpB1q in finite time. Analogously, if ξ0 P pi2psupp b2q, meaning that
θ0 P
ˆ
pi
4
´ ε, 3pi
4
` ε
˙
Y
ˆ
5pi
4
´ ε, 7pi
4
` ε
˙
,
we then have that the vertical component of γptq, given by pxp2q0 ` t sin θ0q mod Z, must
equal 1
2
in some time less than 1
sinppi{4´εq . Therefore, pγptq, γ1ptqq intersects ellpB2q in finite
time. Thus, regardless of the value of ξ0, we have that pγptq, γ1ptqq intersects ellpB1qYellpB2q
in some fixed time T ą 0. Since ellpW q “ ellpB1q Y ellpB2q, we have therefore shown that
the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied, and so the damped wave equation on T2 with
damping coefficient W will experience exponential energy decay.
Remark 4.3. In the previous example, one may notice that on the intersection of the
vertical and horizontal strips, the principal symbol of the damping coefficient is supported
in all directions ξ. So in this region, W behaves very much like an ordinary multiplication
operator for frequencies away from zero. A natural question is whether or not there must
always be a point of “full microsupport” if the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are to be satisfied.
In fact, there need not be such a point. To see this, we can modify our example above
as follows. Define χ1, χ2 and b1 in precisely the same way as before, but now define b2 to
be supported only in the directions with angle θ P ppi
4
´ ε, 3pi
4
` εq and identically one on a
slightly smaller set of directions. Next, we introduce another horizontal strip, disjoint from
the first, with a corresponding pair of cutoff functions χ3, rχ3. Then, define ψ3 P C8pS1q to be
supported in p5pi
4
´ ε, 7pi
4
` εq, and let b3px, ξq “ ψ3pθqβprq, where ξ “ pr, θq as before. Then,
if we define B3 “ rχ3Oppb3qχ3 and set W “ ř3j“1Bj˚Bj, we can apply arguments similar to
those above to see that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are still satisfied, but there does not
exist any point x P T2 where σpW q is supported in all directions.
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Appendix A. Classical and Semiclassical Pseudodifferential Operators
Throughout Section 3, we frequently pass between classical and semiclassical notions of
pseudodifferential operators, so we provide some definitions here for the sake of clarity.
Definition A.1. Suppose that pM, gq is either Rn with the flat metric or a smooth, compact
Riemannian manifold, and let a “ apx, ξ;hq be a family of functions in C8pT ˚Mq depending
on a parameter h ą 0. We say that a is a symbol of order m P R, written a P SmpT ˚Mq,
provided that for h sufficiently small, we haveˇˇˇ
BαxBβξ apx, ξ;hq
ˇˇˇ
ď Cxξym´|β|, (A.1)
for some C ą 0 which depends only on α and β. In particular, the constant must be
independent of h. Here xξy “ p1` |ξ|2gq1{2.
Definition A.2. Given a P SmpT ˚Rnq, possibly dependent on h, we define the operator
Ophpaq : S pRnq Ñ S pRnq by the formula
Ophpaqfpxq “ 1p2pihqn
ż
R2n
e
i
h
xx´y,ξyapx, ξ;hqfpyq dy dξ, (A.2)
in the sense of oscillatory integrals. This operator is called the standard semiclassical quanti-
zation of a. We denote the space of operators produced in this fashion by ΨmpRnq. Further-
more, if a P Smh pT ˚Rnq, meaning that a has a polyhomogeneous expansion in the semiclassical
sense (see [DZ19, Appendix E]), we say that Ophpaq P Ψmh pRnq.
Definition A.3. If b P Smcl pT ˚Rnq is an h-independent symbol with a polyhomogeneous ex-
pansion in the classical sense (see [Tay11, §7.1]), we define the standard classical quantization
of b as an operator Oppbq : S pRnq Ñ S pRnq by the formula
Oppbqfpxq “ 1p2piqn
ż
R2n
eixx´y,ξybpx, ξqfpyq dy dξ, (A.3)
once again in the sense of oscillatory integrals, and we say that Oppbq P Ψmcl pRnq.
We now extend the notion of quantization to smooth manifolds in the standard way using
cutoff charts.
Definition A.4. For a smooth, compact manifold M , a cutoff chart is a pair of functions
pϕ, χq where ϕ is a C8 diffeomorphism from an open set U ĎM onto an open set V Ď Rn,
and χ P C8c pUq. The class of semiclassical pseudodifferential operators is defined as follows.
We say that A P Ψmh pMq if it can be written as
A “
ÿ
j
χjϕ
˚
jOphpajqpϕ´1j q˚χj `Oph8qΨ´8 , (A.4)
for some collection of cutoff charts tpϕj, χjqu and some symbols aj P Smh pT ˚Mq. Here,
the notation ϕ˚ denotes the pullback by ϕ, and O ph8qΨ´8 denotes an operator which is
smoothing and has the property that each C8pM ˆMq seminorm of the Schwartz kernel
is Oph8q. It is a consequence of this definition that we have the following semiclassical
pseudolocality property. If suppχ1 X suppχ2 “ H, then we have
χ1Aχ2 “ Oph8qΨ´8 , (A.5)
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for any A P Ψmh pMq.
We then define Ψmcl pMq, the space of classical pseudodifferential operators, to consist of
B : C8pMq ÞÑ C8pMq such that for some collection of cutoff charts tpϕj, χjqu, we have
B “
ÿ
j,k
χjϕ
˚
jOppbj,kqpϕ´1k q˚χk,
for some symbols bj,k P Smcl pT ˚Rnq.
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